Breaking up with
Tradition:
The Juxtaposition of
Nantucket & the Machine
Jessica Tucker, BFA senior
Shane Cur nutt, BFA senior
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It isn’t often that we are given a chance to
look at a historic building and conceptualize
a design which some might view as the
unthinkable. It is with this notion that we mix
together two unrelated worlds of design within
the walls of the “Oldest House” in Nantucket. 
In this concept, we explore the idea of
furnishing a home that predates the industrial
revolution with pieces which are only able to
be produced by complex machinery or digital
manipulation.
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Iconic furniture silhouettes are emphasized by
bold color selections. A masculine approach
to the interior is capitalized by the way of line,
form and architectural lighting concepts.
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Historic integrity will be preserved and
imperfections caused by the undoing of time
will be celebrated.
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We attempted to bend the confines of
traditionalism by implementing a strong
juxtaposing ideal of the machine. By
reconceptualizing how a typical traditional
environment may be perceived and used, we
provided a feasible noninvasive update to an
iconic building.
It is with our great pleasure that we present to
you a glimpse inside the future of design.
This drawing is 1/2” - 1’ - 0” when printed on
11x17. It was created with AutoDesk AutoCAD
and Sketchup Pro 2020 and V-Ray rendering
software.
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1. BM BLACK 2132-10 TRIM PAINT-SEMI GLOSS
2. BENJAMIN MOORE BLUE 2066-10 WALL PAINT- SATIN
3. ANKARA FABRIC AFRICAN PRINT (PILLOW)
4. CRYPTON WOVEN FABRIC- OCHRE (SOFA)
5. METROPOLIS VOIDED VELVET (PILLOW & DRAPES)
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6. GLOBE TABLE LAMP
7. GIOCAMO BALLA FUTURE STUDY 1918
8. IDA B. WELLS, MAKEBA RAINEY 2017
9. ROVE CONCEPTS SECTIONAL
10. POLLOCK CHAIR KNOLL

11. FREEFORM COFFEE TABLE 1970S
12. STARK CARPET AISLINN INDIGO RUG
13. JASPER MORRISON VITRA CORK TABLE
14. ATOLLO GOLD TABLE LAMP
15. I BEAM SIDE TABLE
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The great room’s ceiling will continue to be the main point of architectural
interest. We will accomplish this by highlighting the support beams through the
seamless integration of bespoke LED fixtures. These fixtures will provide diffused
uplighting in a space with limited daylight.
The deep blue focal wall which houses the custom etageres, features a
vertical plane that’s absent of blue chroma. That plane has been replaced
by pure white. The subtracted blue plane is positioned along the northern and
southern walls in order to ground the home’s historically outdated architectural
aspects. 

Futurist movement founder Giacomo Balla’s, “Future Study” 1819 was a driving force behind
the design’s concept. A key proponent of Futurism, Balla’s painting explored the ideals of
an Italian modern society that’s propelled forward due to manmade innovations such as
the machine.
The bold color scheme informed the selection of upholstery and paint theming. We also
opted to highlight the legacy of Ida B. Wells, an American investigative journalist, educator
and an early leader in the civil rights movement by featuring a digital collage of her on one
of the main focal walls.

